REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
SECURITY
During emergencies, the transportation system serves a crucial
role in safeguarding regional security. PPACG has focused on
enhancing emergency preparedness by providing
technical support related to evacuation modeling.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

I

security

n the years since September 11, 2001, increased emphasis has been placed on emergency preparedness
and homeland security issues. According to federal regulations, “The metropolitan transportation plan should
include appropriate emergency relief and disaster preparedness
plans and strategies and policies that support homeland security
as appropriate and safeguard the personal security of all motorized and non-motorized users.” The role of PPACG has been limited, with a focus on support of preparedness through evacuation
modeling.
From a transportation-planning perspective, homeland security is
still an emerging concern, and different areas will have different
security priorities, so a one-size-fits-all approach is not appropriate. The Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit
Authority expect the transportation plan to include:
• Defining the role of the Metropolitan Planning Organization
and public transportation operators in promoting security,
which may in part be defined elsewhere in state or local legislation related to emergency management responsibilities.
• Identification of critical facilities and transportation system elements, the risk to assets such as highways, transit systems, or
rail lines critical to national defense or economic security, and
infrastructure intricately related to potential high-value security targets.
• Identification of appropriate security goals and strategies.
• Reflection of projects and strategies that will increase the security of transportation system users in the Regional Transportation Plan and the Transportation Improvement Program.
The focus of local, state, and federal security-planning efforts is
to minimize direct or indirect disruptions caused by natural or
human actions. Examples are shown in Table 11-1.
Whatever the cause, disasters have several key characteristics:
• The event is unexpected, with little or no prior warning or opportunity to prepare.
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• Lives, health, or the environment are endangered.
• Personnel and emergency services may not be available during the initial
stages.
When one element in the system breaks down, a series of sequential reactions
can occur that increase the severity of the original impact. Secondary impacts
can affect transportation, utilities, communications systems, fuel supplies, and/
or water supplies. For example, damage to roads may cause the following:
• Ambulances may be prevented from reaching victims and/or victims prevented from reaching emergency medical services.
• Police and fire departments may be slowed or prevented from reaching
affected areas.
• Flow of needed supplies may be interrupted.

Institutionalize the use of the Incident Command System. The all-hazards planning approach includes four phases of long-term and short-term preparedness.

A. Mitigation
1. Identify threats to systems and resources.
2. Develop plans, procedures, and organizational structure to ensure that
the safe and timely movement of both the public and emergency services during an incident.
3. Maintain sufficiency ratings and other data such as built plans for primary bridges and critical transportation infrastructure.

B. Preparedness

PLANNING FOR SECURITY

1. Identify and maintain a network of available local, county, and state
resources to aid safe and timely movement of the public and emergency-service resources.

In 2004, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security introduced the National
Response Plan and the National Incident Management System.

3. Evaluate agency emergency operations plans.

• Ability to assess damage may be compromised.

Emergency operations plans address the ability to direct, control, coordinate,
and manage emergency operations. The National Response Plan establishes
a comprehensive, national, all-hazards approach to domestic incident management. NIMS provides a nationwide template enabling government and
non-government emergency responders to use a coordinated and modular
approach based on the Incident Command System. Federal preparedness
funding is conditioned upon full compliance with NIMS, which means local
jurisdictions have:
• Adopted NIMS through resolution or legislation as the local jurisdiction’s
all-hazard, incident response system.
• Had appropriate personnel complete NIMS training.
• Completed regular self-assessments of NIMS programs.

Table 11-1. Security Events
Natural Events

Human Events

Tornado
Blizzard
Flood
Wildfire

Hazardous Material Incident
Power Outage
Act of Terrorism (bombing)
Civil Disobedience (riots, etc.)

2. Participate in training sessions and exercises.
4. Ensure that administrative and accounting procedures are in place to
document actions taken and costs incurred during incident operations.
5. Ensure that on-call contracts with engineering companies and construction contractors include provisions for emergency services.

C. Response
1. Select and contact appropriate personnel.
2. Designate personnel authorized to enter affected area and provide this
information to the Office of Emergency Management.
3. Provide a representative to the Office of Emergency Management, as
requested.
4. Confirm and report the level, severity, and extent of involvement.
5. Provide and coordinate public information through the Emergency Operations Center and Joint Information Center, if activated.
6. Coordinate with law-enforcement personnel for maintaining security of
facilities and supplies.

D. Recovery
1. Coordinate and organize long-term plans for the safe movement of the
public and emergency service resources.
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2. Provide documentation on injuries and/or deaths of persons resulting
from the incident.

SECURITY CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
Activation of an Emergency Operations Center may be required during an
incident. The EOC may consist of one person, such as the emergency manager (in small events) or a full activation of the organizational structure for a
large incident. All agencies coordinate activity, maintain communication with
and support the Office of Emergency Management and EOC, if activated. An
Incident Command System in compliance with NIMS will be established. This
system will be used to coordinate on-scene incident response.

ALL HAZARDS PLANS
There are locally-developed and approved plans to provide for coordination,
control, and allocation of transportation assets in support of the movement of
emergency resources, including the evacuation of people and the redistribution of food and fuel supplies.
Key participants in this endeavor are local municipality public works departments, emergency management offices, Colorado Springs Internal Support
Services, local law enforcement, Colorado State Patrol, County Emergency
Services Division, state agencies, federal agencies, and military installations.
As an example, the City of Colorado Springs has identified a truck route system
to support secure, efficient freight movement. Partners include the Colorado
Springs Police Department, the Colorado State Patrol, and the El Paso County
Sheriff.
All agencies that have identified roles during emergencies will ensure continual operational readiness. Agencies will develop inter-agency and inter-jurisdictional agreements with similar agencies to expedite resource mobilization
when additional assistance is needed. Mobilization centers, staging areas,
receiving and distribution sites, key operational support facilities, and necessary staffing are identified in appropriate plans.
All agencies and organizations with transportation or emergency-response
responsibilities are responsible for developing standard operating procedures
to carry out the following functions:
• Identify, train, and assign personnel to maintain contact with and prepare
to execute missions during periods of activation.
• Coordinate activities and maintain communication with the EOC, if activated, during all emergency operations.
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• Provide an agency representative to the Emergency Operations Center, as
requested.
• Provide information and coordinate any public announcement, statement
or news release through the Office of Emergency Management or the
Emergency Operations Center and Joint Information Center, if activated.
• Provide program assistance and expertise as appropriate and in coordination with other agencies.
• Activate continuity of operations and recovery plans, as needed. Establish
emergency supplies including food, water, blankets, electrical generators,
communications, etc. to provide continued operations and shelter employees as necessary.
• Provide to the OEM all requested information prior to, during, and following any incident.

State of Colorado Emergency Operations Plan
The State of Colorado Emergency Operations Plan identifies the roles, responsibilities, and actions of state government in disasters. When local government
capabilities are taxed, state government has resources and expertise available
to provide emergency or disaster assistance.
The Colorado Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management
provides financial and technical support to local governments throughout the
state with both out-stationed and in-house staff. The Pikes Peak region is in
the Central Region (Figure 11-1).

State of Colorado Homeland Security Strategy
The State of Colorado Homeland Security Strategy was prepared by the
Colorado Department of Local Affairs with extensive cooperation and input
from stakeholders . It provides a framework for the state’s ability to prevent,
respond to, and recover from an act of terrorism. The plan furnishes state and
local officials with the means to develop interlocking and mutually-supporting
emergency preparedness programs. This coordinated effort identifies necessary resources, develops strategies, and creates partnerships throughout the
public and private sectors.

Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Colorado’s Multi-Agency Coordination Center offers state, federal, and local
agencies a central location to coordinate emergency and disaster response
throughout the state. The state-of-the-art center is housed at South Metro
Fire and Rescue in Centennial, Colorado. The center is linked to CDOT’s Trans-

portation Operations Center, which provides highway surveillance to monitor
statewide roadways and weather. The center also provides general intelligence
on all transportation systems, including railroads and airports. The Traffic Operations Center has command and control over all state road systems, bridges,
and underpasses, provides avalanche analysis and control, and acts as the
transportation system’s command and control center in emergencies.
The Information Analysis Center provides one central point in Colorado for the
collection, analysis, and timely dissemination of terrorism-related information
to numerous agencies.

Colorado Department of Transportation
The Colorado Department of Transportation’s role in emergency management
consists primarily of safeguarding and maintaining the state transportation
system in the affected area and facilitating and coordinating evacuation routes
that use the state transportation system. CDOT maintenance staff are the primary responders for damage to CDOT infrastructure and assistance to others,
but staff from other areas may be used as needed.

PPACG INVOLVEMENT
The role of a metropolitan planning organization in security and emergency
management efforts varies based upon the political and institutional context of its region. As a facilitator of collaboration, the Metropolitan Planning
Organization can assist in multiple ways. The MPO can serve as a forum for
cooperative decision-making, or as an advocate for funding of regional transportation strategies. At the technical level, PPACG provides transportation
network-based technical analyses to assess impacts of and needs related to
transportation related security and emergency management efforts. An example of this is assisting with planning for wildfire necessitated evacuation.

Wildfire Evacuation Planning
PPACG provides technical support for wildfire emergency-response planning.
Wildfire poses a significant threat within the PPACG planning boundaries. Over
the last decade, a number of wildfire events have occurred within the Pikes
Peak region (Table 11-2).
In response to the wildfire threat, the Colorado Springs Office of Emergency
Management, with the support of the police and fire departments, undertook
development of a comprehensive wildfire emergency-response plan in 2011.
The city planning team identified critical plan components to include identification of areas at risk for wildfire, implementation of an educational/outreach
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Figure 11-1. PPACG within the South Central Security Region
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program, and adoption of specific evacuation protocols. The City reached out
to PPACG technical staff to support formulation of wildfire evacuation logistics. A collaborative process, as shown by Figure 11-2, was used to establish
evacuation routes, as well as traffic control and staffing plans for at-risk areas.
Those areas, as shown in Figure 11-3, included nine larger districts, each with
a number of smaller neighborhood areas.
In accordance with strategies identified by the PPACG Board of Directors,
PPACG provided modeling and GIS mapping support to the Colorado Springs
planning team. The PPACG regional travel demand model was adapted to assess evaluation scenarios and develop detailed evacuation-traffic control plans
at the local evacuation district and neighborhood levels. The model simulated
evacuation of each area, with consideration of strategies including access
restriction and contra-flow operations. Through iterative simulation, the planning team gained a clear understanding of both the magnitude of evacuation
traffic and the capacity of the roadway network to handle that traffic.
The final product was a consolidated Fire Evacuation Traffic Control Plan field
atlas, including a section for each evacuation area in which a key map shows
the overall traffic control plan (see Figure 11-4), followed by larger-scale detail
maps (see Figure 11-5) using the Colorado Springs Fire Department’s map
grid. The scale and nomenclature already used by the fire department in their
field operations map books were used for consistency. The symbols on the
traffic control plan, such as turn-back or contra-flow, can be readily translated
into a required number of emergency personnel at specific locations.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK RESILIENCY IN THE PPACG REGION
Transportation resiliency is defined as a system’s ability to function before,
during and after major disruptions through reliance upon multiple mobility
options. PPACG has evaluated all National Highway System roadway links, a
critical part of the regional transportation network’s resiliency, and has ranked
them within the two-county area by their security criticality. Our rationale is
the knowledge that a small set of key roadways in the region are of enormous
value in the case of a security alert of the kinds noted in this chapter. As an
example, if a two-way segment of Interstate 25 were removed from service,
traffic and emergency vehicles would need to find an alternative route.
An objective measure of highway-segment criticality provides actionable information to regional planners. For example, certain road segments may require
immediate repair if they are compromised, not based on the average annual
daily traffic alone, but also on the number or efficiency of alternate routes
available and the total regional time lost by using a detour.
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Table 11-2. Regional Wildfire Events
Incident Date

Wildfire Incident Description

June 2013

The Black Forest Fire was the most destructive fire in the state’s history, surpassing the 2012 Waldo Canyon Fire. The evacuation area
covered 94,000 acres, 13,000 homes and 38,000 people. Two people died, 486 homes were destroyed, 37 homes were damaged, and
14,280 acres were burned.
The Waldo Canyon Fire burned 18,247 acres in the Pike National Forest adjacent to the City of Colorado Springs. On June 26, the fire
spread from the wildland area into the developed area of the city. Nearly 34,000 persons were evacuated, more than half during a sixhour period. Before the Waldo Canyon Fire was fully contained, 347 homes and other structures had been destroyed and many others
had been damaged. Tragically, two individuals lost their lives as a result of the fire.
A wildfire burned 700 acres (284 hectares) within a rural area about 14 miles (about 23 kilometers) northwest of Cañon City and just
north-northeast of the Royal Gorge Bridge and Park area. The area was evacuated, and the park and nearby highways were closed until
the blaze was contained.
A fire on Fort Carson (U.S. Army) burned more than 6,500 acres (2,633 hectares). The fire jumped the post’s eastern fence, threatening
buildings and forcing evacuations from an area between Fort Carson and Interstate 25.
Two grass fires burned 30 acres (12 hectares) south of Colorado Springs but luckily did not threaten residential areas.
The Orchard Canyon Fire burned 131 acres (53 hectares) on Fort Carson on the south side of Colorado Springs.
A fire near Fort Carson burned 100 acres (41 hectares) before being contained.
A large fire burned nearly 9,000 acres (3,645 hectares) and caused the evacuations of 700 people south of Colorado Springs and west of
SH115. This fire claimed the life of one firefighter. Firefighters were aided by an opportune spring snowstorm.
A wildfire burned in Manitou Springs, just south of U.S. Highway 24. The fire burned more than 80 acres (32 hectares), threatened
homes, closed roads and forced the Pikes Peak Cog Railway to cease operations and hikers on Pikes Peak’s Barr Trail to be evacuated
from the mountain. With the help of military foam retardant drops, the fire was contained before it could reach the more populated
areas of the city.
The Hayman fire emphasized the need for a management plan for wildfire evacuations within the City of Colorado Springs. This fire is
the largest in Colorado’s history. It impacted four counties, burning more than 138,000 acres immediately to the west and north of the
Colorado Springs area. Hundreds of forestry officials and firefighters fought the fast-moving fire, which caused nearly $40 million in
damages, burned 600 structures (including 133 homes), and forced the evacuation of 5,340 people. Before the Hayman Fire, wildfire
incidence had primarily affected rural areas. However, the wildfires described above signal a change in this pattern. This changes occurred due to drought conditions, which produced extremely dry vegetation (fuel availability), placing Colorado’s urban areas increasingly at risk from wildfires.

June 2012

June 2010

Early March 2009
Mid-February 2009
Late January 2009
Mid-August 2008
April 2008
Fall 2007

September 2002

An emerging measure known as the Network Robustness Index was selected
for the highway segment criticality effort. Integration in PPACG’s Regional
Transportation Plan was conducted in two steps:

• Obtain a baseline set of criticality scores for the full Metropolitan Planning
Organization’s region.

Step 1:

• Identify a regional network of security-critical highway segments.

The Network Robustness Index was modeled for all National Highway System
segments in the region to:

Step 2:

• Organize the scores into a small set of categories.

Modeling and Network Robustness Index analysis was conducted for selected
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Figure 11-2. Wildfire Evacuation Modeling Process
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The Network Robustness Index was modeled
and evaluated for more than 200 of the National Highway System roadway segments in
the PPACG region. The assumptions and sequencing of the assessment were as follows:

locations where there is no close-by parallel roadway to use as a diversionary
route. Under these tests, traffic is required to make a very slow and circuitous
detour through the mountains to reach destinations. In an emergency situation in the region, passage through the mountains using U.S. 24 could prove to
be essential to security, and thus this finding is important.

• The PM Peak (one hour) period was chosen for the analysis.

The balance of the categories show that losing certain segments of the key
north-south roads of I-25, Academy, Union and Powers are capable of creating
delays in the region up to a 12 percent increase, though generally they are
lower. A look at all I-25 segments shows that the most critical of these is I-25
between Interquest Parkway and North Gate Road. Its removal would cause
more delay to the region than the loss of a downtown segment, where quick
detours are more available. Terrain also plays a very important role in the criticality ranking of a road segment, as evidenced by the Highway 24 results.

• In each major segment of the roadway
under assessment, a two-way highway
link was removed between major intersections, interrupting through traffic.
• The PM Peak highway assignment was rerun using the road network with portions
of roads closed.

Regional Transportation Plan projects that could be modeled using the PPACG
Travel Demand Model. NRI metrics obtained from project-level modeling and
analysis were used as raw project scores for ranking projects relative to regional security role and importance. It was anticipated that the NRI rank could
be used together other standard ranking measures to provide an additional
facet to the MPO’s project prioritization and selection procedure.

• Total Vehicle Hours Traveled regionally was calculated before and after the
road segment’s removal.

REGIONAL NETWORK CRITICALITY ANALYSIS

The resulting categories (Table 11-3 and Figure 11-7) were established heuristically using cutoff points reflecting families of Vehicle Hours of Travel change.
A normalizing procedure was considered but would eliminate basically all
differences in the low, medium, and high categories.

The National Highway System consists of roadways important to the nation’s
economy, defense, and mobility, including:
• Interstates
• Other principal arterials: highways that provide access between an arterial
and a major port, airport, public transportation facility or other intermodal
transportation facility
• Strategic Highway Network: provide defense access, continuity and emergency capabilities for defense purposes
• Major Strategic Highway Network Connectors: provide access between major military installations and highways that are part of the Strategic Highway
Network
• Intermodal Connectors: provide access between major intermodal facilities
and the other four subsystems making up the National Highway System.
The National Highway System within the PPACG region is shown in Chapter 6,
Figure 6-3.
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• A “shortest path” congested PM assignment was used on all link tests.
• A percentage change of PM Peak Vehicle Hours Traveled was calculated.

Findings

Most (87 percent) tested link segments in the region increased evening Vehicle Hours Traveled less than 2 percent when removed from service. These are
categorized as low criticality.
The set of links in the medium category, 2.2 to 4.4 percent
increase in Vehicle Hours Traveled, lie mainly on I-25 or on
Academy Boulevard, with one segment on Union and one
on Powers.
The high category contains seven segments – all on I-25 or
Academy Boulevard.

KEY PARTNERS
Public Works Departments
The Public Works departments of Colorado Springs, El Paso, and Teller counties are partners in the PPACG planning process. They are also managers of key
portions of the existing roadway network in the area and have critical emergency management responsibilities. Specific roles and responsibilities include:
• Inspection of bridges, roads, signs, lighting, and sidewalks for damage.
• Coordination and repair of damaged transportation structures, including
roads, traffic control systems, and signage.
• Maintaining rights-of-way for emergency vehicles.
• Assisting in traffic management during incidents.
• Helping secure geographic areas with roadblocks or other physical measures.

Table 11-3. NRI Criticality Summary
Criticality
Low
Medium
High
Critical
Total

NRI Criticality Summary
# of Segments % of All Links Minimum
179
17
7
4
207

86.5%
8.2%
3.4%
1.9%
100.0%

And finally, the links that may be called critical are those
that, when inaccessible, create extremely onerous additional travel times in the evening peak. A good example is
Source: PPACG, NRI Travel Model Run Results
the removal of selected U.S. 24 West highway segments in

0.0%
2.2%
6.2%
13,918.0%
n/a

Maximum

Mean

1.9%
4.4%
12.3%
n/a
n/a

0.4%
3.1%
8.1%
n/a
n/a
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Figure 11-3. Wildfire Hazard Districts/Neighborhoods
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Figure 11-4. Traffic Control Plan Key Map–District 1, Neighborhood 2
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Figure 11-5. Example Traffic Control Plan Grid Map–District 1, Neighborhood 2
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Figure 11-6. Critical Roadway Segment Locations
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• Establishing short-term and long-term detours and signage.
• Removing debris and cleaning streets and roadways.

KEY TRANSPORTATION ASSETS
Key transportation system assets in the PPACG Planning Area include:

located near downtown Colorado Springs. The Traffic Operations Center uses
Intelligent Transportation Systems technology, including electronic message
signs, a traveler information hotline, and video surveillance cameras. Traffic
management information is streamed directly to the CDOT district office for
real-time monitoring.

• Setting priorities for restoration of transportation systems.

• Interstate Highway System

Mountain Metropolitan Transit System

• National Highway System Routes

In emergencies, Mountain Metropolitan Transit is a provider of resources. By
law, an emergency management director has the authority within 72 hours of
an incident to commandeer local transit vehicles to aid in response and recovery operations. Mountain Metropolitan Transit dispatchers and managers are
trained in emergency response and have been involved with many emergency
situations over recent years.

• Strategic Highway Network Routes, the road system deemed necessary for
emergency mobilization and peacetime movement of heavy armor, fuel,
ammunition, repair parts, food, and other commodities to support U.S.
military operations of the region’s five installations.

PPACG POLICY

• Colorado Springs Airport

FREIGHT TRUCKING

The PPACG 2040 Regional Transportation Plan includes policy-related transportation system security.

• The BNSF Rail Line Corridor

Freight Trucking Overview

Most of these facilities are linear in nature, and while risks exist across these
networks due to a potential incident, there is built-in redundancy from the
supporting network of state, county, and city roadways that can serve as
alternate routes. However, there are elements of these networks, such as key
bridges, that, if damaged, would have a more significant effect on the operation of the system.

The Colorado State Patrol and the county sheriff are primarily responsible
for providing security on the regional truck-freight network. Freight security
initiatives include:

An assessment to identify potentially important bridge facilities should be
carried out. The key criteria should include:

• Restricted travel times

Planning Principle 6
Increase the security of the multimodal transportation system.

Goal 6: Increase resiliency and redundancy of the transportation system.
The intent of this goal is to provide enhanced transportation system and personal security. This includes securing high-value targets (bridges, etc.) through
measures including access control, monitoring/surveillance, standoffs, and
“hardened” construction. Measures will vary based on the threats posed (e.g.,
earthquake, hurricane, wildfire, or terrorist attack). Personal security measures will include emergency call phones, improved lighting and surveillance,
etc.

Performance Measures
• Percentage of assets at high risk without viable alternative(s).

Objective/Targets
2015: Establish baseline.
2020: Attain a 25 percent reduction of the percent of assets with a High
Network Robustness Index.
2030: Attain a 50 percent reduction of the percent of assets with a High
Network Robustness Index.
2040: Attain a 75 percent reduction of the percent of assets with a High
Network Robustness Index.
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• Transit system, particularly important relative to its potential contribution
to the evacuation of areas.

• Casualty risk
• Economic disruption
• Military support
• Emergency relief
Figure 11-7 shows key transportation routes in the region, and Figure 11-8
shows bridges constructed before 2000 also located in a 100-year floodplain.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES FOR HIGHWAY SECURITY
Agencies primarily responsible for major highway security in the Colorado
Springs metropolitan area include the Colorado State Patrol and local law enforcement. Effective coordination and communication among these agencies
is crucial. Security is provided through routine road patrols, maintaining the
traffic management/operations center, flight patrols, and crash and criminal
investigations.
The joint City of Colorado Springs and CDOT Traffic Operations Center is

INTERMODAL SECURITY
Intermodal transportation security is developed and implemented by the
Transportation Security Administration. The TSA’s management strategy focuses first on identifying areas of high risk and then establishing baseline security
standards to address those risks.

• State permitting for haulers
• Mandatory roadside freight check-points
• Commercial operator vehicle requirements
• Specific restrictions for hazardous material haulers
• Background checks on transporters
• Carrier safety ratings and assessments
• Preferred hazardous material routing
• Safety audits and surveys
• A security training program

TSA Trucking Baseline Standards
The TSA has been working closely with a number of chemical shippers to develop a series of baseline security standards for both Toxic Inhalation Hazard
and hazardous chemicals of concern. Those standards will address specific areas such as vehicle tracking, vehicle attendance, vehicle alarm systems, truck
cab access controls, locking fifth wheel on tank trailers, and security route and
stop areas.

AVIATION
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Figure 11-7. Key Transportation Routes in the PPACG Region
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Figure 11-8. At Risk Bridges
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Aviation Overview
The Colorado Springs Municipal Airport is owned and operated by the City of
Colorado Springs. The FAA’s National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems classifies the Colorado Springs Airport as a primary commercial-service airport.
The TSA uses a multi-layered, high-tech, industry-cooperative approach
including canine teams, TSA and airline inspectors, and physical screening of
a sizable portion of air cargo. TSA also is responsible for background checks,
specifically on cargo employees. TSA is partnering with industry to increase
security awareness, so that individuals are empowered to detect, deter, and
report potential or actual security threats.
Security measures installed at the Colorado Springs Airport include monitored
surveillance of airport property by airport security, video surveillance cameras, fenced grounds, luggage and passenger screening, and the Aircraft Rescue
and Fire-Fighting Unit.

TSA Air Cargo Strategic Plan
TSA regulations require airport and aircraft operators, foreign air carriers, and
indirect air carriers to implement security measures in the air-cargo supply
chain. Like other elements of the aviation system, air cargo presents a potential risk to air travel and simultaneously underpins the economic value of the
nation’s supply chain.
These requirements are to:
• Provide for screening of all property, cargo, carry-on and checked baggage,
and other articles that will be carried aboard a passenger aircraft operated
by a domestic or foreign air carrier.
• Establish a system to screen, inspect, or otherwise ensure the security of
freight that is to be transported in all cargo aircraft.
The objectives of these requirements are to address two critical risks in the air
cargo environment:
• The hostile takeover of an all-cargo aircraft leading to its use as a weapon.
• The use of cargo to introduce an explosive device onboard a passenger
aircraft.
The TSA:
• Screens all cargo shipments in order to determine their level of relative risk.
• Works with industry and federal partners to ensure that 100 percent of
items that are determined to be of elevated risk are inspected.
• Develops and ensures that new information and technology are deployed.
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• Implements operational and regulatory programs that support enhanced
security measures.

The action items focus on:

Rail

• Security-focused inspections

In the United States, an estimated 40 percent of inter-city freight transport
occurs by rail, including half of the nation’s hazardous materials. The rail line
through the Pikes Peak region is a potential route for many types of hazardous
material, from chemicals to radioactive waste. Freight rail does not offer terrorists high densities of passenger targets, but it does provide terrorists with
some opportunities that passenger rail does not afford.

• Suspicious activity reporting

Improved security elements for rail facilities within the PPACG region could
include:
• Repairing gaps in fencing to provide more control around the perimeter of
rail facilities.
• Improving lighting, both to deter terrorists and improve facility observation.
• Installing closed-circuit television to provide stationmasters and security
personnel with better visibility.
• Training of personnel and passengers to report suspicious behavior and to
improve readiness for evacuation and emergency actions.
• Using public communication strategies to; advise on threats, service disruptions, or the availability of alternate routes and transportation methods.
• Developing policies and procedures for dealing with hoaxes and false
alarms so that these would not unduly burden rail operations.
It is not clear how much should be spent on rail security relative to other
potential targets, and the cost-effectiveness of these measures has not been
assessed. It should also be noted that the freight rail system is the hands of
the private sector.
The rail corridor that travels through the Pikes Peak region is heavily used and
suffers from a lack of alternative routes. Attacks on critical freight nodes or functions could, therefore, create substantial bottlenecks and throughput pressures.

TSA FREIGHT RAIL BASELINE STANDARDS
The highest potential risk in rail is posed by unattended toxic-inhalation-hazard railcars in high-threat urban areas. That risk factor takes into account car
hours, the population of urban areas, and the proximity to residential and
commercial structures. The TSA identified 24 focus areas (see Table 11-4) as
security action items for the rail industry to begin to address.

• Security awareness training

• Control of sensitive information
• Employee identification

Rail Transport of Bakken Crude Oil by Rail
A series of petroleum crude oil railroad accidents, beginning in July 2013
(see Table 11-5) prompted the United States Department of Transportation
to issue an Emergency Restriction/Prohibition Order [49 U.S.C. 5121(d)]. The
Emergency Order requires that each railroad carrier notify the State Emergency Response Commission when and where it will operate trains transporting
1,000,000 gallons or more of Bakken crude oil.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE PROGRAM
There are five Chemical Response Teams in the Pikes Peak region that provide
support for each other, housed within the Colorado Springs Fire Department,
the El Paso County Sheriff, in Teller County, at Peterson Air Force Base, and at
Fort Carson.

PIKES PEAK AREA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
Communication resources are critical to any incident response effort. An 800MHz trunked digital radio system is deployed by all governments in El Paso
and Teller counties. Over the next few years, the system may be expanded
into the 900 MHz range in order to allow nongovernmental entities access to
emergency communications. Another important communication tool recently
deployed by the City of Colorado Springs is the Geocaste automatic notification system, which can send 2,800 one-minute messages per hour in standard
mode and 11,000 in full evacuation mode.

EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM
The Emergency Alert System is an all-hazard warning tool used whenever an
emergency requires quick dissemination of information that affects a large
percentage of the population. The system is a voluntary service provided by
local and regional broadcasters and cable-television operators. Federal Communications Commission regulations only mandate its use for national emergencies.
Types of messages that can be distributed by an administrative message
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Table 11-4. TSA Rail Security Focus Areas
U.S. DHS Freight Rail Security Action Items (February 12, 2007)
The following are recommended security action items for the rail transportation of materials poisonous by inhalation, commonly referred to as Toxic Inhalation Hazard (TIH) materials. Adoption of these measures is voluntary. Movement of
large quantities of TIH materials by rail in proximity to population centers warrants special consideration and attention. These materials have the potential of causing significant numbers of fatalities and injuries if intentionally released in an
urban environment.
1. Designate an individual with overall responsibility for hazardous materials transportation security planning, training, and implementation.
2. Conduct exercises, at least annually, to verify the effectiveness of security plan(s).

DRA

3. Develop and conduct an audit to independently verify that the security plan is being effectively implemented.
4. Identify and then annually review company-designated critical infrastructure.

5. Maintain a communications network to receive timely government notices of current threat conditions and available intelligence information.
6. Make use of opportunities to establish liaison and regular communication with federal, state, and local law enforcement, emergency responders, security agencies, and industry partners.

FT

7. Establish liaison and collaboration with other railroad security offices to promote information sharing and security enhancements.

8. As with industry safety programs, regularly reinforce security awareness and operational security concepts to all employees at all levels of the organization.
9. Reinforce the need for employees to immediately report to the proper authorities all suspicious persons, activities, or objects encountered.

10. Have contingency plans in place to supplement company security personnel to protect company-designated critical infrastructure as threat conditions warrant.
11. Restrict access to information controlled by the railroad that it determines to be sensitive, in particular information about hazardous materials shipments and security measures.
12. Make available emergency response planning materials, and when requested, work with local communities to facilitate their training and preparation to deploy and respond to an emergency or security incident.
13. Cooperatively work with the federal, state, local, and tribal governments to identify through risk assessments those locations where security risks are the highest.
14. Focus proactive community safety and security outreach and trespasser abatement programs in areas adjacent to company-designated critical infrastructure to reduce the likelihood of unauthorized individuals on company property and to
enhance public awareness of the importance of reporting suspicious activity.
15. To the extent feasible and practicable, utilize photo identification procedures for company-designated critical infrastructure.
16. To the extent feasible and practicable, and as threat conditions warrant, restrict the access of contractors and visitors at non-public areas of company-designated critical infrastructure and monitor the activities of visitors in or around such
infrastructure.
17. Establish employee identification measures for all employees.
18. Implement measures to deter unauthorized entry.
19. Utilize interlocking signals and/or operating rules to prevent trains from occupying moveable bridges until they are locked in place.
20. Maintain systems to locate rail cars transporting TIH materials in a timely manner.
21. During required on-ground safety inspections of cars containing TIH materials, inspect for any apparent signs of tampering, sabotage, attached explosives, and other suggested items.
22. Provide local authorities with information on the hazardous materials transported through their communities consistent with AAR Circular OT-55.
23. Consider alternative routes when they are economically practicable and result in reduced overall safety and security risks.
24. In rail yards, to the extent feasible, place cars containing TIH materials where the most practical protection can be provided against tampering and outside interference.
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through the EAS can include:
• Location of displaced persons
• Location of the evacuated elderly
• Location of school children
• Location of health/med centers

Table 11-5. Catastrophic Railroad Accidents Involving Crude Oil Transport
Date

Description

April

On April 30, 2014, an eastbound CSX Transportation, Inc. unit train consisting of 105 tank cars loaded with petroleum crude oil derailed in Lynchburg,
Virginia. Seventeen of the train’s cars derailed, and one of the tank cars was
breached. A petroleum crude oil fire ensued, and emergency responders
evacuated approximately 350 individuals from the immediate area. Three
of the derailed tank cars containing petroleum crude oil came to rest in the
adjacent James River, spilling up to 30,000 gallons of petroleum crude oil
into the river.
On December 30, 2013, 13 cars in a westbound BNSF Railway (BNSF) grain
train derailed near Casselton, North Dakota,[5] fouling an adjacent main
track. At the same time, an eastbound BNSF petroleum crude oil unit train
with 106 cars was operating on that adjacent main track. The petroleum
crude oil unit train reduced its speed but collided with the derailed car that
was fouling the main track, resulting in the derailment of the lead locomotives and the first 21 cars of the petroleum crude oil unit train. Eighteen
of the 21 derailed tank cars ruptured, and an estimated 400,000 gallons of
petroleum crude oil was released. The ruptured tank cars ignited, causing
a significant fire. Approximately 1,400 people were evacuated. Damages
from the derailment have been estimated at $8 million.
On November 8, 2013, a 90-car petroleum crude oil train operated by
Alabama & Gulf Coast Railway derailed in a rural area near Aliceville, Alabama. The petroleum crude oil shipment originated in North Dakota, and
was bound for Walnut Hill, Florida, to be transported by a regional pipeline
to a refinery in Saraland, Alabama. Twenty-six cars derailed, resulting in
eleven cars impinged by a crude oil pool fire. An undetermined amount of
petroleum crude oil escaped from derailed cars and found its way into wetlands area nearby the derailment site. Clean up costs are estimated at $3.9
million.
On July 6, 2013, a catastrophic railroad accident involving a U.S. railroad
company occurred in Lac-Mégantic, Quebec, Canada, when an unattended
freight train transporting petroleum crude oil rolled down a descending
grade and subsequently derailed.[6] The subsequent fires, along with other
effects of the accident, resulted in the confirmed deaths of 47 individuals. In
addition, the derailment caused extensive damage to the town center, a release of hazardous materials that will require substantial clean-up costs, and
the evacuation of approximately 2,000 people from the surrounding area.

2014

• Location of feeding centers
• How to get debris clearance
• Projected road openings
• How to get public assistance

CDOT-ENHANCED UTE PASS EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

Dec.

During the summer of 2013, flash flooding occurred along the U.S. 24 Ute Pass
corridor and within the adjacent communities, including the City of Manitou
Springs. The flooding produced extensive property damage. Motorists were
stranded and two people were killed.

2013

In the wake of the flash flood events, CDOT Region 2 implemented enhanced
communications for flash flooding that include:
• Use of electronic sign boards to warn of flooding
• An email/text alert system that notifies motorists, communities and others
of road conditions, closures and openings, accidents and other impacts to
U.S. 24.
• A U.S. 24 webpage (www.coloradodot.info/projects/us24utepass) that
includes frequently-asked questions, construction project information, etc.

Nov.
2013

EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION RESOURCES
The resources listed in Table 11-6 are available to transport citizens who are
unable to transport themselves during an emergency. More information is
contained in Emergency Service Function 1-Transportation Annex. The Contract
Compliance Supervisor for Mountain Metropolitan Transit maintains a list of
local transportation resources.

July

RECOMMENDED FUTURE ACTIVITIES

2013

The following transportation tasks are included in this plan:

Task 1
Continue to identify and collaborate with other state and local agency and private-sector efforts to enhance security planning for the transportation system.
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Task 2
Work to provide safe and secure facilities and transportation infrastructure for residents, visitors, and commerce in the PPACG planning area through efforts to reduce injuries, fatalities, and property
damage for all modes of transportation, and to minimize security
risks at airports, rail stations, rest areas, and public transportation
facilities and on roadways and bikeways.

Task 3
Work with emergency-management officials on the following transportation-related issues, based on priorities established in cooperation with officials, to:
• Complete a risk and vulnerability assessment of transportation
assets.
• Assist in development of evacuation routes from important activity areas, and include an assessment of improvement needs in
future long-range plans.
• Assist in preparation of alternate route/detour planning to facilitate response to closing major transportation arteries.
• Provide assistance in analyzing the transportation network for
redundancies in moving large numbers of people in response to
events such as closures of major highway links through various
means, including use of alternate routes, adaptive signal control
strategies, and dissemination of information through traveler
information systems.
• Assist in preparation of demographic profile information and a
geographic inventory of transportation-disadvantaged populations
that may need assistance during a disaster, to facilitate evacuation
and determine if current deployable assets will be available and
adequate. This could include assessment of the number of people
who may not be able to self-evacuate, planning of staging areas
for pick-up and drop-off, and assisting in community outreach on
emergency preparedness to populations such as those with limited English proficiency.
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Table 11-6. Transportation Resources
Service
American Medical Response

Mountain Metro Transit
Mountain Metro Para-Transit
Amblicab Para-Transit Service
American Medical Response
Silver Key
Goodwill Industries

The Resource Exchange

Phone
636-2333

ENL
ENL
633-4677
636-2333
884-2380
785-9226; 332-7397

574-3370

Mountain Metropolitan Transit

ENL

Resource
1400-watt inverter on each vehicle;
med staff on board
100 buses
42 vans
1 van; 6 mini-buses
6 vans; no med staff on board
15 buses
6 vans
3 vans
4 minivans
3 minivans
4 buses
5 vans
1 van
100 buses
30 vans

Harrison District 2

ENL

Colorado Springs District 11

ENL

Cheyenne Mountain District 12

ENL

Academy District 20

ENL
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31 buses
14 special needs buses
55 buses
55 buses
5 buses
1 bus
6 vans
97 buses
39 buses

Capacity
Ambulances
10 patients per hour
Wheelchair Lift Buses
40 passengers + 2 wheel chairs per bus
10-14 passengers; 1-3 wheelchairs per van
3–5 wheelchairs each
2 passenger + 1 wheelchair
10-32 passengers (all wheelchair accessible)
12 passenger + 2 wheelchairs
7 passenger + 1 wheelchair
4 passengers + 1 wheelchair
3 passengers + 1 wheelchair
15 passenger + 2 wheelchairs
12 passengers + 2 wheelchairs
10 passenger + 2 wheelchairs
City Buses
40 passengers (all have wheelchair lifts; can accommodate ~
2 wheelchairs per bus
12–16 passengers
School District Buses
48 passengers
1–5 wheelchairs each
66 passengers
12/16/25 passenger (2 or 3 buses are wheelchair accessible)
71 passengers
42 passenger
14 passengers (1 or 2 vans are wheelchair accessible)
65–78 passenger
8–29 passenger; most accommodate ~2 wheelchairs

On-Board
Communications

Business Hours

Radio

24/7

Radio
Radio
Nextel
Radio
Radio
Cellphone
Cellphone
Cellphone
Cellphone
Cellphone
Cellphone
Cellphone

5am–10pm
5am–10pm
Mon–Fri, 7am–4:30 pm
24/7
8am–5pm
8am–4:30pm Mon–Fri

Radio

5am–10pm

6am–5pm; Mon–Fri

Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Military and 800-MHz radios
Military and 800-MHz radios
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Table 11-6. Transportation Resources (continued)
Service

Phone

Falcon District 49

Brookdale Village at Skyline
Colorado College

ENL

339-7637
ENL

UCCS

Broadmoor Hotel
Cheyenne Mountain Conference Center
US Air Force Academy
Ft. Carson (Army)
Peterson Air Force Base
Gray Line Tours
Ramblin Express
Yellow Cab

ENL

333-2633
ENL
556-4555 or 4610
633-1181
590-8687
634-5000
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Resource
55 buses
19 special needs buses

On-Board
Communications

Capacity
48 passengers
1–3 wheelchairs each
Private Buses and Vehicles

3 buses
1 bus
7 vans
4 buses
1 vans
1 van

36–40 passengers
25 passenger
15 passenger
24–33 passenger
14 passenger
6 passenger

18 buses
12 buses
Not releasable
11 buses
Numerous vans, mini-buses, and large
buses
150 cars & vans; none are wheelchair
accessible (slide transfer only)

44 passenger
40 passenger
At this time pending legal review
Fire buses only – they may charge for use
See website for most up-to-date fleet information; http://
www.ramblin.com/fleetPhotos.html

Business Hours

Radio

Cell phone
Cell phone
Cell phone
Cell phone
UCCS has a few spare radios

Must request common person
Cell phone

24/7

Radio

24/7
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